Enforce the Constitution - Gun Ownership with Harry Blazer - November 16th
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“In 1939, Germany established gun control. From 1939 to 1945, six million Jews and seven million others unable to defend themselves were
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This week on The Solari Report, Harry Blazer joins me to discuss gun ownership and efforts to enforce as well as compromise the 2nd Amendment of the US Constitution:

“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”

Increasingly, law-abiding citizens find themselves at a disadvantage in the balance of power relative to:

- Scores of well-armed government agencies with surveillance, arrest and seizure powers and significant corporate and mercenary contracting capacity;
- Criminal networks and their local gangs and snitches that enjoy the support of the politicians, black budget operatives, and banks they finance.

Gun ownership offers some protections, providing citizens with a defense in a significant number of criminal and violent confrontations.

Last week’s intervention by a former NRA gun instructor in a Texas church shooting is an important example of the role that gun owners play in protecting themselves and other people during the critical time period between the start of a crime and the arrival of law enforcement. These precious minutes often are the difference between life and death. This case also underscores why it is essential that law-abiding citizens own assault weapons.

Unfortunately, the majority of gun control proposals
would strip or restrict the power of law abiding citizens, leaving them at the mercy of both criminals and a political class looking to abrogate retirement obligations and steal more assets.

As Harry Blazer says, “What is your plan?” Indeed, you need to have one. Assuming responsibility for your personal safety and the safety of family and neighbors has never been more important, particularly given the mind control technologies discussed in Control 101 and The War for Your Mind.

Look for my analysis of financial and geopolitical news in Money & Markets. Disruption and change are accelerating – we have market shifts and events to cover and lots of questions for Ask Catherine. Please make sure to post or e-mail your question.

In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review one of my favorite Westerns – The Outlaw Josey Wales – which explores the issues of law and enforcement in a world torn apart by multiple cultures and economic interests competing for land, natural resources and power. Sound familiar?

See the blog post here.
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Highlights from Last Week - The War for Your Mind with Melissa and Aaron Dykes

This week on The Solari Report, Melissa and Aaron Dykes of Truthstream Media join me to discuss their ground breaking investigations into the mind control technologies that are increasingly threatening our health, our finances and our lives.

We have posted some of the great videos they have produced on this topic over the last year: How Modern Reality is Being Manufactured, No Other Way To Say It, the Zombie Apocalypse is Here, This Creepy Patent Proves They Can Remotely Hijack Your Nervous System

There is no more important subject than mind control. If invisible forces can control your mind, you have zero chance of success. Indeed, you are no longer a sovereign individual. You are a natural resource or slave to be harvested. Consequently, understanding the war for your mind and protecting the integrity of your mind is essential for success in every aspect of of your life.

Melissa and Aaron are working on an important documentary that will provide a history of mind control technologies. I am a supporter and encourage you support this channel at Patreon and read their goals here: to also support them via Patreon. Their efforts represent the very best of what independent media can offer – actionable intel that can literally help you save your mind and the minds of those you love.

See it here or Subscribe
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